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Abstract

Synthesis remains a challenge for advancing materials science. A key focus of this chal-

lenge is how to enable selective synthesis, particularly as it pertains to metastable materials.

This perspective addresses the question: how can “spectator” elements, such as those found in

double ion exchange (metathesis) reactions, enable selective materials synthesis? By observ-

ing reaction pathways as they happen (in situ) and calculating their energetics using modern

computational thermodynamics, we observe transient, crystalline intermediates that suggest

that many reactions attain a local thermodynamic equilibrium dictated by local chemical po-

tentials far before achieving a global equilibrium set by the average composition. Using this

knowledge, one can thermodynamically “shortcut” unfavorable intermediates by including ad-

ditional elements beyond those of the desired target, providing access to a greater number of
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intermediates with advantageous energetics and selective phase nucleation. Ultimately, data-

driven modeling that unites first-principles approaches with experimental insights will refine

the accuracy of emerging predictive retrosynthetic models for complex materials synthesis.

Introduction: Broader Context and Key Scientific Questions

New materials enable new technology. The most significant material in terms of economic impact

and quantity, concrete, is enabled by a phase that is metastable at room temperature: Ca3SiO5.1

This metastability is what allows it to be cured into concrete when mixed with water, CO2, and

aggregate. As such, Ca3SiO5 is synthesized at high temperatures and then quenched rapidly to

room temperature to avoid equilibration. Myriad materials predicted to offer interesting functional

electronic properties are metastable and not synthesizable under ambient or standard laboratory

conditions. Key examples are the successfully predicted high-temperature superconductors, FeB4
2

and LaH10,3 that were subsequently synthesized at extremely high pressures. Meanwhile, many

other functional materials have been predicted to be stable at ambient conditions.4 For example, the

battery electrode Li3FePO4CO3 evaded traditional synthesis and required alternative hydrothermal

and ion exchange chemistry for synthesis,5 thus demanding an improved understanding of synthe-

sis itself.

Accurate prediction of reaction kinetics from first principles requires knowledge of the complex

potential energy landscape defined by all atoms in materials, as well as their defects, surfaces, and

interfaces. Therefore, if we assume that reaction kinetics are too challenging to predict accurately

for an arbitrary reaction, then how do we take advantage of what we can calculate – thermodynam-

ics – to predict useful synthesis reactions? A key enabling hypothesis explored in this perspective

is that reactions between solids often achieve local thermodynamic equilibria at interfaces. Several

approaches can predict phase equilibria under different intensive and experimentally controllable

thermodynamic variables, such as temperature and pressure.6 However, we have a relatively poor

understanding of how intensive chemical variables (e.g., chemical potential, µ) influence the for-
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mation of solids, especially when we desire materials that are characterized as metastable.7 As a

thought experiment illustrated in Figure 1, consider the stability and synthesis reactions for various

isomers of molecular C3H8O. To make the ground state 2-propanol, one can combine the essential

ingredients for a stoichiometric reaction, CH3CHCH2 +H2O. The preparation of other isomers is

facilitated by the inclusion of additional elements (e.g., Ag and I in the case of 1-propanol; Na and

Br in the case of methoxyethane). We call these additional elements “spectators” because they do

not appear in the final product. In reality, however, they have a profound influence over reaction

selectivity.

In the context of molecular chemistry, we think about those elements as facilitating specific

bond exchanges, since the transformations can occur one bond or one individual molecule at a time.

This contrasts the formation of crystalline solids, during which many bonds exchange in concert.

As such, it is not so straightforward to imagine how selective changes in the chemical formula or

chemical structure can manifest at the atomistic scale. Yet, in some cases, specific elements can be

selectively inserted and extracted in topochemical reactions,8 like those enabling the lithium-ion

battery chemistry of our modern personal electronics era.9 There, the lithium chemical potential

can be changed electrochemically to provide a selective driving force for lithium intercalation.

What about the other elements? How can the presence (or absence) of some elements and different

chemical potentials be used for selective synthesis?

Double ion exchange reactions, also known as “metathesis” reactions,11 provide an avenue to

address these questions, where the addition of non-essential elements influences the local elemen-

tal chemical potentials and the reaction progress. In the generic reaction scheme to make a target

compound AB, the simplest reaction could be written as A+B −−→ AB. In a metathesis reaction,

AC+BD−−→ AB+CD, the addition of C and D in the reaction modify the chemical potentials of

the species A and B. This is because the compounds AC and BD are stable over different ranges

of chemical potentials than A and B. Unfortunately, it has remained challenging to predict which

species C and D are most suitable for synthesizing an arbitrary target AB, as it has historically

required knowledge of the full experimental thermodynamic landscape.12 Today, modern thermo-
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Figure 1: Standard enthalpies of formation of different isomers of C3H8O: 2-propanol, 1-propanol,
and methoxyethane.10 Also indicated are balanced reactions that include additional species needed
for selective reactions to produce the metastable isomers 1-propanol and methoxyethane.

dynamic databases fueled by accurate calculation of phase energies using density functional theory

(e.g., Materials Project,13 OQMD,14 aflowlib15), have since provided the needed infrastructure for

enabling chemical control of solid synthesis, as elaborated below. Furthermore, modern analytical

methods, such as synchrotron X-ray and time-of-flight neutron scattering methods, now allow us to

interrogate reaction progress as it happens in a so-called “panoramic synthesis.”16 By “cooking and

looking,” we test the thermodynamic hypothesis and can identify the breaking points of the model

to move toward a modernist paradigm of predictive retrosynthesis, a “holy grail” of computational

chemistry.17

Background: Existing approaches for synthesis prediction

Two overarching hypotheses allow us to understand and predict the progress of solid state reac-

tions: (a) reactions tend to be dictated by the interfaces between pairs of reactants18 and (b) the

total composition of the reacting system is locally undefined at the interface (i.e., the interface

does not “see” how far the reactants extend). Several different studies19–21 have incorporated one

or both of these concepts to deliver new insights.
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Pairwise reactions have been observed directly with in situ electron microscopy during the

formation of YBa2Cu3O6+x, thus enabling understanding of correlated changes in bulk phase frac-

tions determined by in situ X-ray diffraction.18 Simply, the pairwise interaction between reactants

derives from the geometric constraints of a locally planar interface. As illustrated in Figure 2(a),

the interface between three solid components has a very limited probability of occurrence (note

that it is still possible, however, to have a three-component solid state reaction with an “open”

component such as a liquid or gas).22 Controlling the nature of these interfaces can influence the

reaction products. For example, engineered planar interfaces in “modulated elemental reactants”23

and sputtered thin films of reactants24 provide a geometric control over which pairwise reactions

occur first. In bulk powder reactions, providing a higher density of interfaces directly improves the

reaction progress.25 By focusing on pairwise reactions, it is possible to understand why and how

those partners evolve together.

Since the interface cannot “see” how much of each reactant there is, the first phase to form

may not be an equilibrium phase for the composition of the total system. The uncertainty around

first-phase formation has created a long-standing problem brought to technological relevance with

the development of Si-based microelectronics, where the understanding of metal silicide formation

is crucial. Initial hypotheses proposed that the most competitive phase to form at an interface is the

congruently melting phase with the highest melting point next to the lowest-temperature eutectic.27

Nowadays, access to large thermodynamic databases enabled by computational chemistry allows

us to calculate the most negative reaction energy for the compositionally-unconstrained mixture of

the two reactants, considering all available mixtures of products (Figure 2(b)).19 In the context of

synthesis, the first-phase-to-form often establishes the reaction pathway and the subsequent series

of steps, as observed during the formation of MgZrN2 by avoiding unreactive ZrN28 or during the

formation of NaCoO2 in which the most favorable interfacial reaction between CoO and Na2O2

yields O3-NaCoO2, even when the reaction is deficient in Na2O2.20 Relating to classical nucle-

ation theory, the phase with the lowest (most negative) reaction energy should have the smallest
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Figure 2: Approaches for predicting and understanding materials synthesis using local thermody-
namics. (a) Pairwise reactions at interfaces tend to represent the pathway of complex reactions
involving solids. Reproduced with permission from Ref.18 (b) For a given set of phases, one can
compute the minimum (most negative) possible reaction energy across a series of compositions.19

A central hypothesis is that the reaction with the most negative free energy, unconstrained by the
overall composition, will be the first to occur at the interface (Reaction 1), as the nucleation bar-
rier depends strongly on the reaction energy (Eqn. 1). However, if two phases have a high degree
of structural similarity, one can hypothesize that the surface energy contribution of the nucleating
phase will be low (e.g., topochemistry) and also result in a low nucleation barrier, ∆G† (Reaction
2).21 (c) Schematic reaction coordinate diagram for a simple serial reaction pathway is represented
on the left. Actual solid-state reactions take place by multiple, parallel steps and can be better
modeled with a reaction network, as shown on the right. Reproduced with permission from Ref.26

activation barrier. This activation barrier scales as

∆G†
∝

γ3

∆G2
rxn

, (1)
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where γ is a term denoting the energy cost of forming a surface of the nucleating phase, ∆Grxn

is the free energy of phase formation per volume, and shape effects are ignored.29 Thus, there is

a fundamental relationship that links thermodynamic quantities (reaction energy, surface energy)

to the relative rates of nucleation for different competing intermediates, with the assumption that

a higher nucleation rate yields a dominant reaction rate. However, it is challenging to assert that

such reactions are truly limited by nucleation when reactions occur in a diffusion-limited regime.

Regardless, if one assumes that diffusion is universally limiting, a minimal nucleation barrier can

provide an advantage. A complementary approach for assessing the relative rates of phase forma-

tion without explicit calculation of surface energies is to estimate relative reaction barriers from

structural self-similarity based on the principle of heterogeneous nucleation. In other words, re-

actants that are more structurally similar to their products ought to have a lower barrier.21 This

is schematically illustrated in Figure 2(b): while Reaction (1) has the most negative reaction en-

ergy, Reaction (2) may have a comparably low activation barrier for formation due to the structural

similarity between precursors and products. Building on the notion of “phase selection through

nucleation,”21 these physical principles allow the data-enabled synthetic scientist to start making

predictions.

In modern materials synthesis planning, we identify connections and correlations within the

large landscape of databases that link together composition, structure, and thermodynamic poten-

tials. When we consider a simplistic notion of a reaction coordinate diagram, we can consider the

energy balance progressing in a serial and linear fashion, as illustrated in Figure 2(c). However,

a more realistic representation is to consider the parallel but pairwise reactions with different re-

actants and intermediates in a graph-based network, in which each node is a phase (or mixture of

phases), and each edge is an individual reaction weighted by its “cost”. In its most simple form,

the cost of a reaction is often a function of its energy, ∆Grxn (Figure 2(d)).26 The modernist era

provides us with access to a very large available landscape in this representation, with numerous

approaches to weight the edge lengths and algorithms to identify the lowest cost pathways through

the network.30 With brute-force enumeration of all possible reactions using these large databases,
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selective reactants have been identified as those with the fewest competing reaction products that

also have a favorable reaction energy.21 Altogether, there is a powerful quiver at our disposal for

enabling a new paradigm of materials synthesis.

Phase selection from local chemical potentials

With the conceptual stage set – unconstrained reservoirs, large thermodynamic databases, cooking-

and-looking – it is now possible to rationalize unusual observations from synthesis studies, such

as the use of “assisted” metathesis to produce different Y-Mn-O ternary phases. In the assisted

metathesis reaction (cf., Ref. [31]), 3 A2CO3 +2 YCl3 +Mn2O3 +1 atm O2, where A is an alkali,

each alkali yields different products when the reaction temperature is below 850 °C (see Fig 3).

For A = Li, the reaction yields the perovskite YMnO3 polymorph (o-YMnO3), yet when A = Na,

the reaction yields the pyrochlore Y2Mn2O7 polymorph under otherwise identical synthesis con-

ditions. For A = K, the reaction yields a mixture of phases below T < 850°C, and exclusively

the hexagonal YMnO3 polymorph for T ≥ 850°C (h-YMnO3). When the reaction temperature

exceeds 850 °C, all three alkali species yield h-YMnO3. These observations raise the questions:

(1) which of the three ternary Y-Mn-O phases are stable under what conditions, and (2) how/why

does the alkali “spectator” ion produce such distinct changes in product formation?

From the preceding experimental phase diagram and other studies of high-temperature ceramic

reactions,33,34 h-YMnO3 was reported to be the bulk stable phase above T = 850 °C. Synthesis

of o-YMnO3 typically requires quite oxidizing conditions, such as 35 kbar (≈3.5 GPa) of oxy-

gen pressure at Trxn = 1000 °C,35 or curiously, a lower-temperature reaction at 800 °C using an

amorphous precursor formed by the decomposition of citrate salts.36 In the modernist approach,

we illustrated that the incorporation of metal vacancies from oxidation (e.g., Y1− xMn1− yO3, also

referred to as YMnO3+δ
) thermodynamically stabilizes the o-YMnO3 polymorph37 in agreement

with T - and pO2-dependent metathesis reactions.38 Y2Mn2O7 typically requires rather extreme

conditions for synthesis, such as 30 kbar O2 reactions with KIO4 at T = 1000 °C,39 or 500 °C
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Figure 3: Observed reaction products for different A = Li, Na, vs K in the reaction, 3 A2CO3 +
2 YCl3 +Mn2O3 +O2 (1 atm): o-YMnO3+δ

, Y2Mn2O7, and h-YMnO3,32 their crystal structures,
and known stability conditions. Adapted with permission from Ref.32 Copyright 2019 American
Chemical Society

hydrothermal reactions with ClO –
3 .40 In the modernist approach, with density functional theory

calculations in conjunction with T -dependent elemental references and a machine-learned expres-

sion for vibrational entropy,41 we find that Y2Mn2O7 is thermodynamically stable below T ≤ 1000

°C and favored over YMnO3 when pO2 ≥ 0.7 atm.42 It follows that Y2Mn2O7 should actually be

formed in all of these assisted metathesis reactions, given that they are performed at pO2 ≈ 0.85

atm. Therefore, the alkali “spectators” must somehow influence the reaction pathway to shift the

local equilibrium. It is sensible that a lower-temperature reaction can yield a more oxidized prod-

uct; however, it is not yet clear why Li2CO3 and Na2CO3 precursors arrive at different reaction

products even when performed at an identical temperature and pO2. The fact that the Na-based

precursor leads to the more oxidized product, Y2Mn2O7, is even more perplexing given that the

Na-based reaction is more exothermic and could yield more reducing conditions than the Li-based

reaction if the local interface experiences quasi-adiabatic self-heating.

To understand the interface between reactants, the intensive variable of chemical potential, µ,

best describes the local equilibrium between effectively unrestricted reservoirs of reacting elemen-

tal species. All interfaces evolve towards a local equilibrium where atomic chemical potentials
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Figure 4: (a) Generalized chemical potential diagram of the Y-Mn-O system. Reaction of Y2O3 +
2 MnO2 should result in the initial formation of some amount of YMn2O5. (b) Y-Mn-O chemical
potential diagram with a projection of the LiMnO2 domain.42 The illustrated overlap between this
domain and YMnO3 suggests a lower effective activation barrier for LiMnO2 to form YMnO3. (c)
Similarly, the location of the NaMnO2 overlapping region42 allows for a lower effective activation
barrier in forming Y2Mn2O7. Adapted with permission from Ref.42 Copyright 2021 American
Chemical Society

equalize across the interface, as the rate of mass transfer is proportional to the chemical potential

gradient. While a large difference in chemical potential can provide a high rate of diffusion (and

thus reaction), if the difference is too large, it may also necessitate the formation of another phase

that is stable over intermediate ranges of chemical potential. This fact also explains why synthesis

reactions from pure elemental precursors (mixed in the proper ratios) do not always result in the

expected products despite possessing the most significant thermodynamic advantage (i.e., the most

negative reaction energy possible). The difficulty in synthesizing a target product is especially true

when multiple polymorphs may be accessible, such as with the isomers in Figure 1. A thermo-

dynamic explanation is that the elemental precursor and desired target often do not form a stable

interface due to competition from other phases that form over intermediate chemical potentials. By

adding spectator ions to our elemental precursors, we can modify the chemical potentials of the

reacting species such that a stable interface should be formed with our desired target, supporting
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direct and selective reaction to a product that is stable over a particular range of chemical poten-

tials. The addition of spectator elements also increases the dimensionality of the chemical potential

space, allowing one to bypass undesired intermediates. Finally, if the spectator ions together form

an energetically favorable byproduct (e.g., an alkali halide), then it is possible to “re-claim” some

of the reaction driving force that is lost to using a more stable precursor (i.e., one containing bonds

with the spectator species).

Mapping the Y-Mn-O phase equilibria in terms of the elemental chemical potentials on a gen-

eralized chemical potential diagram (e.g., a 3-dimensional diagram with the axes, µY, µMn, and µO,

Figure 4(a))12 allows us to directly observe which phases exhibit stable interfaces with each other.

This map of stable interfaces rationalizes the observation of specific intermediate compounds. For

example, a reaction of Y2O3+2MnO2 or Y2O3+Mn2O3 should necessarily produce YMn2O5 on

route to forming Y2Mn2O7 or YMnO3. Indeed, previous work32,38 has shown that for T ≤ 850 °C,

the reaction halts at YMn2O5 and does not yield stoichiometric completion of the reaction which

would be the global thermodynamic equilibrium.33

However, the assisted metathesis reactions proceed through AxMnO2 and YOCl intermedi-

ates, as learned from in situ synchrotron X-ray diffraction experiments. To visualize this high-

dimensional phase equilibria, it is possible to extract lower-dimensional slices of the full N = 6

high-dimensional phase space, as illustrated by the intersection of the different AxMnO2 phases

onto the Y-Mn-O chemical subspace (Figure 4). Focusing on the role of LiMnO2 in Figure 4(b),

it shares a stable interface with YMnO3 but not Y2Mn2O7. Therefore, to maintain a local equi-

librium, the LiMnO2 intermediate would have to subsequently form Li2MnO3, LiMn2O4, and

“Li5Mn7O16” (each with distinct crystal structures) to produce Y2Mn2O7.42 As the chemistry pro-

ceeds at a lower temperature through a defective LixMnO2 intermediate, the higher µO stabilizes

the o-YMnO3 polymorph.37 In other words, we infer that LiMnO2 has a lower effective activation

barrier to form YMnO3 than Y2Mn2O7 because the reaction does not need to proceed through

subsequent intermediates.

In contrast, the assisted metathesis reaction with Na proceeds through NaxMnO2 intermediates.
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Visualized in Figure 4(c), the projection of NaMnO2 into the Y-Mn-O subspace reveals a stable

interface with Y2Mn2O7. Hence, the Na-containing reaction exhibits a lower effective activation

barrier to nucleate Y2Mn2O7 and does not necessitate the formation of additional intermediates.

In the case of KMnO2, it forms stable interfaces with both YMnO3 and YMn2O5 and indeed, a

mixture of both of these products forms after 24 h reactions at Trxn = 850 °C.32 These in situ

observations, coupled with a map of the high-dimensional chemical space, illustrate that different

“spectator” elements modify the chemical potentials of the precursors differently, thereby changing

which intermediates and/or products are accessible. This understanding enables a chemistry-based

control of phase selection.

More generally, the addition of non-essential elements into the reaction facilitates the reaction

progress with thermodynamics alone. For example, when considering over 3000 different enu-

merated reactions to produce Y2Mn2O7, the average change in local chemical potentials (i.e., the

minimum chemical potential “distance” as measured on a chemical potential diagram) decreases

systematically with the number of elements while not significantly affecting the mean reaction

energy available (Figure 5). This can be intuited: as you add more “spectators,” you increase the

likelihood that there will be an intermediate phase that forms stable interfaces between reactant(s)

and product(s), or between other intermediates. This also matches geometric intuition – by increas-

ing the number of dimensions of our chemical potential space, we increase the available number of

phase boundaries shared with the desired product(s). The spectator approach is a way of replacing

the need to form two or more intermediates with only one, or possibly none at all. This is, in

effect, a shortcut through the now larger accessible thermodynamic phase space and a means to

affect selectivity.

Outlook

When we consider “hyperdimensional” chemical reactions – reactions that include elements be-

yond those contained in the product – the reaction design space increases dramatically. In a pre-
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Figure 5: As illustrated for the nearly 3000 enumerated reaction pathways to synthesize Y2Mn2O7
in the Na-Cl-Y-Mn-O-C chemical system,42 (a) including additional elements in a reaction tends
not to significantly shift the mean grand potential reaction energy, ∆Φrxn), when examining all
enumerated pathways to form Y2Mn2O7. (b) However, increasing the number of elements in the
system does significantly decrease the total change in chemical potential (e.g., chemical potential
“distance”), thus illustrating the presence of thermodynamic shortcuts. Reprinted with permission
from Ref.42 Copyright 2021 American Chemical Society

vious perspective concerning “kinetic control” in materials synthesis,43 we voiced the challenge

of how to selectively control reaction barriers in a general manner. Here, we effect this notion

by using the local chemical potential to minimize the number of phases that need to nucleate.

The chemical control provides thermodynamic shortcuts as a means for “phase selection through

nucleation.”

Looking forward, a significant challenge is finding other non-trivial reactions that test these
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principles. In the synthesis of YMnO3 phases, it was recognized many years ago that “kinetic

factors” played a role in reaction outcomes.44 Here we argue that these kinetic factors are intuited

by the formation of local chemical equilibrium intermediates that effectively halt the reaction. To

explore to what extent the broader term kinetic factors can be cast into a more quantitative frame-

work of local thermodynamics, we need to test our hypothesis with additional systems. We note

that our hypothesis encompasses the notion of “remnant metastability,”7 such that the phases we

call “metastable” often form under conditions where that phase is indeed, locally or globally, the

most stable phase that can be formed at an interface. Knobs that can be turned to affect the thermo-

dynamic landscape include e.g. strain, dimensionality, external fields, and chemical potential.45

Given the use of databases and natural language processing techniques,46–49 modernist materials

chemists have many tools at their disposal.

If our goal is to arrive at a fully predictive model for synthesis planning, many fundamental

knowledge gaps remain. Examining thermodynamic variables alone (e.g., reaction energies, min-

imum changes in chemical potentials), we do not yet understand how to accurately and efficiently

include the role of atomistic disorder when assessing energy or diffusion. In reactivity models

using graph networks, the “kinetic” barrier imagined to contribute to the distance between nodes

is still unknown30 Furthermore, we acknowledge that in many real-life cases, there is a true time

dependence to the reaction outcome (e.g., the specific 17±0.5 h reaction required to make super-

conducting Bi3O2S3
50). In fact, there is a clear variability in the formation of Y2Mn2O7, such that

some reactions, unexpectedly, produce a mixture of Y2O3 and Mn2O3 binaries.32,51 Given the im-

mense complexity of the true potential energy landscape and the time-dependent kinetic processes

that influence the movement across that landscape, new modernist approaches beyond reaction-

diffusion kinetics52 will enable significant advances. Different communities with different tools

and approaches united by fundamental synthesis questions – be it for a specific application or sci-

entific curiosity – have made significant strides and still have many exciting discoveries to be made

at the next interface.
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